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Equivalent circuits for averaged description of DC-DC switch-mode
power converters based on separation of variables approach
W. JANKE∗
Division of Electronic Systems, Technical University of Koszalin, 2 Śniadeckich St. 75-453 Koszalin, Poland
Abstract. Large-signal and small-signal averaged models of basic switch-mode DC-DC power converters: BUCK (step-down) and BOOST
(step-up) are presented. Models are derived with the separation of variables approach and have the form of equivalent circuits, suitable
for a circuit simulation. Apart from equivalent circuits, small-signal transmittances of converters for CCM and DCM modes are discussed.
Parasitic resistances of all components of converters are taken into account. A few examples of simulations and measurement results of
selected converter characteristics are also presented. It is shown, that neglecting parasitic resistances (often met in works of other authors)
may lead to serious errors in an averaged description of converters.
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1. Introduction
DC-DC switch mode power converters ﬁnd great amount of
applications and are under steady development [1–5]. The
considerations of this paper concern the most important group
of converters based on pulse-width modulation (PWM) with
constant switching frequency fS = 1/TS (TS – switching
period). Two most popular converters are considered – stepdown (BUCK) and step-up (BOOST). Basic converters consist
of power stage (containing semiconductor switches and reactive components L and C) and control circuit, which controls the state of switches described usually by duty ratio
dA = tON /TS = tON /(tON + tOFF ), where tON , tOFF represent
length of time segments in which the main switch is ON and
OFF, respectively. Two modes of converter operation are possible: continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous
conduction mode (DCM). The diﬀerence in simple converters
consists in inductor current waveforms: in CCM this current
is steadily nonzero, in DCM it is zero in a part of a switching
period.
In the design of a control circuit of the converter, the use
of adequate models of its power stage is essential. Usually
the averaged models of the converter power stage are used,
representing relations between currents and voltages averaged
over an elementary switching period. Standard methods of an
averaged model derivation, namely state-space averaging and
switch pair averaging are widely described in the literature,
for example [1, 2, 6–9]. The switch averaging approach is
most commonly used and is described in many references as
more convenient than state-space averaging [1, 2, 7 ,8]. One
of the advantages of the switch averaging approach is the
simplicity of obtaining equivalent circuits of converters, easy
to analyze with the use of popular circuit simulators (such
as SPICE). In paper [9] it is shown however, that switch av∗ e-mail:

eraging in the form presented in the literature leads to accurate results only in the case of ideal converters working
in CCM mode. In derivation of averaged models (presented in [10], also in [1] (Ch. 7), and [2] (Ch. 10), and repeated for example in [14, 15]) the values of currents and
voltages in particular subintervals (ON or OFF) are in some
points mistaken with averaged values over a switching period. In derivation of averaged models for DCM [1, 2, 11–13,
16] the treatment of average voltage on an inductor is incoherent (assumed to be zero in one part of considerations
and nonzero in another). As a result, some inaccuracies in
averaged models of converters with parasitic resistances or
working in DCM are obtained, as discussed in [9]. Another
approach to the averaged model derivation is based on the
separation of variables. This method, as shown in [17], is
simple and gives proper results for CCM and DCM, for ideal
converters as well as converters composed of non-ideal components.
Switching frequency fS of typical PWM converter is
many times greater than power stage natural frequency and
frequencies of eventual perturbations of input voltage or load
current. As a consequence, it may be assumed that in the
course of single subinterval (ON or OFF in given switching
period), currents and voltages remain constant or changes linearly with time. It is essential for further considerations to distinguish several types of variables and to use proper notation
for them. Traditionally, in description of electric circuits, three
types of variables are considered: (a) instantaneous, timedependent large signal quantities, (b) steady state, quiescent
values and (c) small-signal time-dependent terms of instantaneous quantities. The notation, on the example of inductor
current, is: iL (t), IL and il (t) respectively. The s-domain representation of small-signal quantity is Il (s) or simply Il . For
switch-mode converters, additional kinds of quantities should
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be distinguished, namely – local average of large-signal quantity “w” for given subinterval, denoted by w(ON) and w(OFF)
(for example iL (ON) and iL (OFF) eventually iL (OFF1) and
iL (OFF2) for DCM) and average quantities over the whole
switching period denoted by additional index “S” (e.g. iLS ).
These quantities are interrelated by equation:
wS = w(ON) · dA + w(OFF) · (1 − dA ).

(1)

The average quantities (for given switching period) should be
distinguished from DC (or quiescent) currents and voltages,
corresponding to steady-state conditions.
Relations between w(ON) and w(OFF) are diﬀerent for
two groups of variables in the converter power stage. For the
ﬁrst group of variables (named “A”), the relation holds:
wA (ON) = wA (OFF) = wAS

a)

b)

(2)

and for the second group (B):
wB (ON) 6= wB (OFF) 6= wBS .

(3)

The example of variables of the group A in BUCK converter in CCM are input and output voltage vG , vO and inductor current iL . On the other hand, inductor voltage vL ,
capacitor current iC , input current iG and currents of switches belong to group B. The principal idea of obtaining averaged
models in CCM is to express each quantity of group B as a
function of quantities of group A for subintervals ON and OFF
and then to calculate its averaged value from Eq. (1) [17].
Averaged models of basic converters derived on the above
principle are presented in [17] in the form of equation systems. Models described in present paper have the form of
equivalent circuits corresponding to these equations, therefore may be directly used in circuit simulators. In Sec. 2,
large-signal and small-signal averaged models of BUCK and
BOOST converters in CCM mode, in the form of equivalent circuits are presented. Equivalent circuits corresponding
to averaged models of converters in DCM mode are shown
in Sec. 3. Models presented in Secs. 2 and 3 are based
on equation systems derived in paper [17]. Several, important equations from paper [17] are repeated. Some additional equations needed for equivalent circuits (absent in [17])
are derived. Based on equivalent circuits shown in Secs. 2
and 3, some small-signal converter transmittances are also
presented. In Sec. 4 the examples of simulation and measurement results of averaged characteristics of converters are
shown.

2. Averaged models of BUCK and BOOST
converters in continuous
conduction mode (CCM)
2.1. Introduction. Power stages of BUCK and BOOST converters are depicted in Fig. 1 with parasitic resistances of
transistor RT , diode RD , inductor RL and capacitor RC included.
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Fig. 1. Power stages of BUCK (a) and BOOST (b) converters with
parasitic resistances

These resistances are assumed to be zero for ideal converters. Large signal averaged models for ideal BUCK and
BOOST converters are obtained from equations given in paper
[17]. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The mentioned
equations are not repeated in the present paper and equivalent
circuits of Figs. 2 and 3 are not discussed because they are the
same as equations and equivalent circuits obtained by switchaveraging procedure described in many sources, for example
in [1, 2, 7].

Fig. 2. Large signal averaged model of ideal BUCK converter
in CCM

Fig. 3. Large signal averaged model of ideal BOOST converter
in CCM

Small-signal equivalent circuits derived from above largesignal models are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 and also correspond to circuits presented and discussed in the literature. Well-known formulas for input-to-output and controlto-output small-signal transmittances (see for example [1, 2,
9]) may be easily obtained from Figs. 4 and 5.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013
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vG = vBL + iL · RX + (1 − dA ) · vO ,

(12)

where RX is given by (8). The resulting large-signal equivalent circuit for BOOST in CCM is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 4. Small signal averaged model of ideal BUCK converter
in CCM

Fig. 7. Large signal averaged model of BOOST converter with parasitic resistances in CCM
Fig. 5. Small signal averaged model of ideal BOOST converter
in CCM

2.2. Large-signal models of non-ideal converters in CCM.
Equations describing averaged currents and voltages in nonideal converter (with parasitic resistances), obtained by separation of variables approach, diﬀer in some particulars from
those based on switch-averaging [17]. Large-signal, averaged
equation system for BUCK converter in CCM based on description presented in [17], Subsec. 5.2., is as follows (subscript “S” for averaged values is omitted):
vBL = L ·

diL
+ RL · iL ,
dt

vO = vC + RC · iC = vC + RC · C ·

dvC
,
dt

vY = (RT − RD ) · dA · iL = fY (dA , iL ).

(14)

(5)

The element RX in Figs. 6 and 7 (with current iL ﬂowing
in it) may be therefore replaced by subcircuit shown in Fig. 8.
From large-signal models presented above, one may obtain DC models, i.e. models for quiescent values (VG , VO ,
DA , IL ) and small-signal dynamic models. Derivation of DC
models is straightforward – in Figs. 6 and 7, the inductors
should be replaced by short-circuit, capacitors – by open circuit, and symbols vG , iL etc. by VG , IL , etc.

(7)

RX (dA ) = dA · RT + (1 − dA ) · RD ,

(8)

iG = dA · iL .

(9)

where

Large-signal averaged equivalent circuit of nonideal
BUCK in CCM corresponding to Eqs. (4)–(9) is shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Large signal averaged model of BUCK converter with parasitic resistances in CCM

where

2.3. Small-signal equivalent circuits. Small-signal averaged
models of nonideal BUCK and BOOST converters are obtained by proper linearization of large-signal models. Some
components in Figs. 6 and 7 are linear (L, RL , C, RC , G).
Nonlinear elements are described by products of variables, for
example dA ·iL and dA ·vG in Fig. 6. Small-signal equivalents
of such nonlinear elements, obtained according to well-known
procedure (e.g. [1, 9]) are, for example:
dA · vG → VG · θ(s) + DA · Vg (s),

(15)

(10)

where θ(s) and Vg (s) are the s-domain representation of
small-signal components and DA , VG are D.C. steady-state
values of dA and vG respectively [9, 17]. Small-signal equivalents of dA · iL , (1 − dA ) · vO , (1 − dA ) · iL are obtained
similarly. Small-signal equivalent of resistance RX is obtained
(with the use of Fig. 8) in the form depicted in Fig. 9, where

(11)

RE = RT · DA + RD · (1 − DA ).

A large signal averaged model of BOOST converter is
obtained from (4), (5) above and following equations [17]
(Subsec. 5.2.2):
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The voltage drop vX across RX is:

(4)

dA · vG = vBL + vO + iL · RX (dA ),

iD = (1 − dA ) · iL ,

(8’)

(13)

(6)

dvC
,
dt

RX = RD + dA · (RT − RD ).

vX = RD · iL + vY ,

iL = iC + G · vO ,

iD = G · vO + iC = G · vO + C ·

Symbol RX (dA ) in Figs. 6 and 7 denotes resistance controlled by duty ratio dA and may be expressed as:

(16)
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Fig. 8. Equivalent subcircuit for RX

Fig. 9. Small-signal equivalent subcircuit for RX

The resulting small-signal averaged models of nonideal
BUCK and BOOST converters working in CCM are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. Equivalent model in Fig. 10a) is obtained
from Fig. 6 with the use of Eqs. (8’) and (13)–(16).
a)

b)

Fig. 10. Small-signal averaged model of non-ideal BUCK converter
in CCM: a) as obtained from above formulas; b) after reduction of
elements

is introduced and term (s) at the symbols of small-signal sdomain variables is omitted. Small-signal equivalent circuit of
ideal BUCK converter in CCM is easily obtained from Fig. 10
by setting RL = RC = RT = RD = 0 and is identical with
models presented elsewhere (e.g. [1, 9]).
It should be pointed out, that in Figs. 10a and 11 the
equivalent models of real inductor and capacitor in the form
of L, RL and C, RC are present. It is possible to improve
model accuracy by introducing other models of inductor and
capacitor including, for example stray capacitance of inductor
or parasitic inductance of capacitor.
The derivation of a small-signal model of non-ideal
BOOST in CCM, shown in Fig. 11, is similar to that of BUCK
model. In particular, expressions (16) and (17) are valid and
symbol VZ2 denotes:
VZ2 = VO + (RD − RT ) · IL .

(19)

Models in the form of equivalent circuits derived in this
subsection diﬀer from models presented typically in the literature. Large-signal and small-signal averaged models in widely
used textbook of Erickson and Maksimovic [1] are valid only
for ideal converters, without parasitic resistances. It is a very
serious simpliﬁcation, because parasitic resistances of converter components strongly inﬂuence converter behavior, as
shown for example in [18] and [19]. Small-signal models of
converters, useful in designing control circuits, may be found
in application notes of controller manufacturers. Typically, in
those sources, parasitic resistances are only partially included.
For example, in [20–22], only parasitics of capacitor and inductor are taken into account. In textbook of Kazimierczuk [2]
(and related papers of the same author [23, 24]), one may ﬁnd
models including properly parasitics of inductor and capacitor.
Parasitic resistances of semiconductor switches are introduced
on “energy conservation principle”, not properly justiﬁed in
this application. As a result, those models diﬀer slightly from
models described in present paper. Diﬀerences in large signal
models of BUCK and BOOST consist in description of resistance RX (see Figs. 6 and 7). Small-signal models in [2] do
not include controlled source (RT − RD ) · IL · θ for BUCK
and proper term of VZ2 · θ for BOOST.
2.4. Examples of small-signal transmittances for CCM.
Small-signal transmittances, input-to-output Hg and controlto-output Hd for both converters and their output impedance
Zout are derived below from the equivalent circuits shown in
Figs. 10b and 11. Transmittances Hg and Hd are involved in
the expression for small-signal term of output voltage:
Vo = Hg · Vg + Hd · θ.

Fig. 11. Small-signal averaged model of non-ideal BOOST converter
in CCM

In Fig. 10b the notation:
REL = RE + RL

(17)

VZ1 = VG + (RD − RT ) · IL

(18)

and
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(20)

Formal deﬁnitions of Hg and Hd result directly from (20)
(see for example [9] or [1]).
A small-signal output impedance of DC-DC converter, especially BUCK, is an important characteristic in designing
converters applied to supplying modern processors in computer equipment [25–28]. For derivation of this characteristic,
it is assumed, that a dummy current source Iout is connected
to output terminals of converter and the resulting small-signal
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013
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term Vo of output voltage is calculated. The output impedance
is then deﬁned as:
Zout =

Vo
Iout

Vg =0
θ=0

(21)

.

In deriving Hg , Hd and Zout for nonideal BUCK converter in CCM, the input part of circuit shown in Fig. 10b may
be neglected.
The equivalent circuit of BUCK for this situation is depicted in Fig. 12a. Symbols ZL and YGC are explained in
Figs. 12b and c and by Eqs. (22), (23).

b)

(22)

ZL = REL + sL,
s · CZ + G
,
s · C · RC + 1

(23)

CZ = C · (1 + RC · G).

(24)

YGC =

a)

For calculations of given transmittance, the particular
sources in Fig. 12a are set to zero. Input-to-output transmittance Hg is obtained for θ = 0 and Iout = 0. Output
voltage is:
1/YGC
(25)
Vo = DA · Vg ·
1/YGC + ZL

c)

Fig. 12. Model of non-ideal BUCK in CCM for calculations of Hg ,
Hd and Zout

therefore
Hg (BU CK, CCM ) =

DA
.
ZL · YGC + 1

(26)

Transmittance Hd is obtained for Iout = 0 and Vg = 0
Hd (BU CK, CCM ) =

VZ1
,
ZL · YGC + 1

(27)

where VZ1 is given by Eq. (18).
Zout , according to deﬁnition (21) is:
Zout (BU CK, CCM ) =

YGC

1
+ 1/ZL

ZL
=
.
ZL · YGC + 1

(28)

Fig. 13. Model of non-ideal BOOST in CCM for calculations of Hg ,
Hd and Zout

For derivation of transmittance Hg , sources VZ2 · θ, IL · θ
and Iout are set to zero. For calculation of Hd , sources Vg
and Iout are set to zero. The resulting transmittances Hg and
Hd for nonideal BOOST in CCM are given in [17]. For calculation of Zout , according to (21), the circuit of Fig. 13 is
modiﬁed to obtain scheme shown in Fig. 14.

By introducing (22) and (23) into (26)–(28) one obtains:
Hg (BU CK, CCM ) =

DA · (s · C · RC + 1)
,
a∗

(29)

Hd (BU CK, CCM ) =

VZ1 · (s · C · RC + 1)
,
a∗

(30)

Zout (BU CK, CCM ) =
s2 · L · C · RC + s · (L + C · RC · REL ) + REL
,
a∗
where

(31)

a∗ = s2 ·L·CZ +s·(G·L+CZ ·REL +C ·RC )+REL ·G+1.
For calculation of transmittances Hg , Hd , and Zout of
nonideal BOOST converter in CCM, symbols ZL , YGC and
Iout are used to modify circuit of Fig. 11, as seen in Fig. 13.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013

Fig. 14. Equivalent circuit for calculations of Zout (BOOST, CCM)

From the input loop, current Il is:
Vo · (1 − DA )
.
(32)
ZL
After introducing it into description of output loop, one obtains:


(1 − DA )2
1
Vo = Iout −
· Vo ·
(33)
ZL
YGC
Il = −
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and
Zout =

YGC

ZL
.
· ZL + (1 − DA )2

(34)

value of inductor voltage, the capacitor C is only reactive
element in this model.

After introducing (22) and (23) into (34) we get ﬁnally:
Zout (BOOST, CCM ) =
s2 · L · C · RC + s · (C · RC · REL + L) + REL
,
b∗
where

(35)

b∗ = s2 · L · CZ + s

Fig. 15. Large-signal averaged model of ideal BUCK converter in
DCM. Functions fL and fG are deﬁned by Eqs. (37) and (38)

2

· [CZ · REL + G · L + C · RC (1 − DA ) ]
+ REL · G + (1 − DA )2 .

3. Averaged models of BUCK and BOOST
converters in DCM
Equations describing large-signal and small-signal dynamic
models of BUCK and BOOST in discontinuous current mode
(DCM), derived on the base of separation of variables approach and presented in [17] diﬀer from equations described
in the literature, derived on the switch-averaging. As it is discussed in [9] and [17], models of ideal as well as nonideal
converters presented for example in [1, 7, 12], obtained on
switch averaging approach are of the second order, whereas models based on the separation of variables exhibit ﬁrst
order dynamics (assuming the same description of converter
components). Informalities in deriving averaged models for
DCM, based on switch averaging approach consist among
others in mistaking D.C. (i.e. quiescent point) quantities with
quantities averaged over switching period, that leads to contradictions in description of averaged value of voltage vL over
inductance [9].
Contrary to contents of Sec. 2, the averaged models of
ideal as well as non-ideal converters in DCM are discussed
here in details. It seems to be necessary, because even models
of ideal converters in DCM presented in the literature arouse
serious objections.
3.1. Ideal converters. Large-signal description of ideal
BUCK in DCM contains simple equations resulting from I-st
Kirchhoﬀ law for inductor current and current-voltage relationships deﬁning ideal inductance and capacitance. Further
equations for averaged values, derived in [17], are repeated
below:
vL = 0,
(36)
v
G
iL = fL (dA , vG , vO ) = GZ · d2A ·
· (vG − vO ), (37)
vO
iG = fG (dA , vG , vO ) = GZ · d2A · (vG − vO ),
where
GZ =

TS
2L

(38)
(39)

and TS is switching period.
The equivalent circuit corresponding to above equations
is depicted in Fig. 15. Because of condition (36) for averaged
716

Steady-state model is obtained from Fig. 15 by replacing
the capacitor C by open circuit and quantities dA , vG , vO
in description of functions fG and fL by corresponding D.C.
values DA , VG , VO .
Large-signal averaged model of ideal BOOST in DCM has
been presented in [17]. In particular, according to [17], the
average voltage vL on inductor is zero, similarly as for BUCK
converter. Equivalent circuit corresponding to equations presented in [17] is shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Large-signal averaged model of ideal BOOST converter
in DCM

The controlled sources in this model are described as follows:
vG · vO
fGT (dA , vG , vO ) = GZ · d2A ·
,
(40)
vO − vG
fD (dA , vG , vO ) = GZ · d2A ·

2
vG
.
vO − vG

(41)

Large-signal models of ideal BUCK and BOOST in DCM
are represented by equivalent circuits having the same structure, but diﬀerent description of current sources.
In small-signal models of ideal converters in DCM, the
linearized equivalents of functional dependencies fG , fL , fGT
and fD on variables dA , vG , vO have to be used (see [17]).
Expressions for small-signal terms of inductor current Il and
input current Ig in BUCK converter are as follows:
Il = αl1 · θ + αl2 · Vg + αl3 · Vo ,

(42)

Ig = αg1 · θ + αg2 · Vg + αg3 · Vo ,

(43)

where coeﬃcients α are respective partial derivatives of functions fL and fG (Eqs. (37) and (38)). Circuit representation
of small-signal model of ideal BUCK converter in DCM is
shown in Fig. 17.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013
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a)

αd2 =

∂fD
VG · (2VO − VG )
2
= GZ · DA
·
,
∂vG
(VO − VG )2

RwT = −

b)

Fig. 17. Small-signal averaged models of ideal BUCK converter in
DCM. Two current sources from Fig. a) are replaced by proper resistances in Fig. b)

1
(VO − VG )2
=
2 ·V2.
∂fD
GZ · DA
G
∂vO

(54)
(55)

3.2. Non-ideal converters. Before presenting equivalent circuits of non-ideal BUCK and BOOST in DCM it should be
observed, that the distribution of currents and voltages in output the subcircuit of both converters, presented in Fig. 19,
remains the same in CCM and DCM, in each subinterval
(ON, OFF1, OFF2). For BUCK converter with parasitic resistances working in DCM, the respective equations given in
Subsec. 3.4 of paper [17], for quantities averaged over switching period TS should be applied.

Components of equivalent circuit in Fig. 17 are described
below (see also [17]):
αg1 = 2GZ · DA · (VG − VO ),
Rg =

1
1
=
2 ,
αg2
GZ · DA

2
αg3 = −GZ · DA
,


VG
αl1 = 2 · GZ · VG · DA ·
−1 ,
VO


2VG
2
αl2 = GZ DA ·
−1 ,
VO

Rw = −

1
V2
2
= GZ · DA
· G2 .
αl3
VO

(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)

Fig. 19. Output subcircuit of non-ideal BUCK and BOOST converters. Current “i” equals inductor current iL in BUCK or diode current
iD in BOOST

Taking into account the above remarks concerning output
subcircuit, one obtains large-signal averaged equivalent circuit
for non-ideal BUCK in DCM in the form depicted in Fig. 20.

(49)

The structure of small-signal model of ideal BOOST converter in DCM is shown in Fig. 18 and is the same as model
of BUCK in Fig. 17.

Fig. 20. Large-signal averaged model of non-ideal BUCK converter
in DCM
Fig. 18. Small-signal averaged model of ideal BOOST converter
in DCM

Parameters of equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 18 are described by the following expressions:
αgT 1

VG · VO
∂fGT
= 2 · GZ · DA ·
,
=
∂dA
VO − VG

RgT =

αgT 3 =
αd1 =

1
(VO − VG )2
=
2 ·V2,
∂fGT
GZ · DA
O
∂vG
2
DA

∂fGT
GZ ·
=−
∂vO
(VO −

· VG2
,
VG )2

∂fD
VG2
= 2 · DA · GZ ·
,
∂dA
VO − VG

Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013

(50)
(51)

(52)
(53)

Functions fGP and fLP describing controlled sources are:
fGP (dA , vG , vO ) =
fLP (dA , vG , vO ) =

(vG − vO ) · d2A
,
RG + RP · dA

(vG − vO ) · vG · d2A
.
vO · RG + vG · RP · dA

(56)
(57)

Expressions (56), (57) are based on [17], with notation:
RG =

2L
1
=
.
GZ
TS

(58)

It was shown in Subsec. 5.4 of paper [17], that even in
the presence of parasitic resistances, the average value of voltage vL on inductance L is zero. A simpliﬁed model of ideal
BUCK in DCM shown in Fig. 15, may be obtained by neglecting RC in Fig. 20 and replacing equations (56), (57) by
(37), (38).
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The non-ideal BOOST converter in DCM has not been
considered in [17], therefore the derivation of its averaged
model is outlined below. Equivalent circuits of BOOST with
parasitic resistances for ON, OFF1 and OFF2 subintervals are
shown in Fig. 21 and waveforms of inductor current iL and
voltage vL and diode current iD – in Fig. 22.

The local average of voltage vL on an ideal inductance L
and inductor current iL in ON subinterval are:
vL (ON) = vG − iL (ON) · (RT + RL ) =
vG − iL (ON) · RP ,

(59)

1 vL (ON)
·
· dA · TS = dA · vL (ON) · GZ . (60)
2
L
The resulting formula for iL (ON) is:
iL (ON) =

a)

dA · GZ · vG
.
1 + dA · GZ · RP
Similar formulas for OFF1 subinterval are:
iL (ON) =

vL (OFF1) = vG − vO − iL (OFF1) · RP ,

(61)

(62)

dB · GZ
· (vO − vG ).
(63)
1 − dB · GZ · RP
Currents iL (ON) and iL (OFF1) as local averages for respective intervals have to be equal (see Fig. 22a). From this
condition, a formula for dB is obtained:
vG
dB = dA ·
.
(64)
vO · (1 + dA · RP · GZ ) − vG
iL (OFF1) =

b)

The value of vL averaged over whole switching period is:
vLS = dA · vL (OFF1) + dB · vL (OFF2)

(65)

and, as a result:
vLS = 0.
c)

(66)

Condition (66) is the same as for ideal converters and for
non-ideal BUCK.
Formulas for values of input and inductor current iG = iL
as well as diode current iD averaged over switching period
TS are obtained from the above equations (subscript “S” is
omitted in further formulas).
iL = iG = fLT (dA , vG , vO ) =
d2A · GZ · vG · vO
,
vO · (1 + dA · K) − vG

Fig. 21. Equivalent circuits of BOOST converter for ON (a), OFF1
(b) and OFF2 (c) subintervals

(67)

iD = fDT (dA , vG , vO ) =
2
d2A · GZ · vG
,
(vO · (1 + dA · K) − vG ) · (1 + dA · K)

(68)

where
K = GZ · RP .

(69)

The introductory remarks of Subsec. 3.2, together with the
condition (66) lead to the structure of circuit representation
of large-signal averaged model of BOOST converter in DCM,
shown in Fig. 23.

Fig. 22. Waveforms of inductor current iL and voltage vL on ideal
inductance (a) and diode current (b)
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Fig. 23. Large-signal averaged model of non-ideal BOOST converter
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Current sources fLT and fDT are described by Eqs. (67)
and (68). It is seen, that the structure of averaged nonideal
models of BUCK and BOOST converters is the same. Diﬀerence in models consists in diﬀerent descriptions of controlled
current sources.
Models of BUCK and BOOST for D.C. steady-state values may be obtained from Figs. 20 and 23 in simple and
obvious way (similarly as for CCM). To obtain small-signal
dynamic models of nonideal BUCK and BOOST working in
DCM mode, similar procedure should be applied to largesignal models of Figs. 20 and 23 as of Figs. 15 and 16 in
an ideal case. The resulting small-signal models of BUCK
and BOOST have a uniﬁed structure presented in Figs. 24a)
and b) and diﬀer only in description of their components, as
expressed by Eqs. (70)–(81).
a)

Parameters of BOOST converter model for DCM:
∂fLT
βgT 1 =
= DA · GZ · VG · VO
∂dA
VO · (2 + DA · K) − 2VG
·
,
[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2
1
[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2
= 2
,
∂fLT
DA · GZ · VO2 · (1 + DA · K)
∂vG
2
∂fLT
DA
· GZ · VG2
=−
,
=
∂vO
[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2
∂fDT
βd1 =
= DA · GZ · VG2
∂dA

RgnT =

βgT 3

2VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG · (2 + DA · K)
,
·
[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2 · (1 + DA · K)2
βd2 =

∂fDT
D2 · GZ · VG
= A
∂vG
1 + DA · K

2VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG
·
,
[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)

[VO · (1 + DA · K) − VG ]2
1
=
.
(81)
2 ·G ·V2
∂fDT
DA
Z
G
∂vO
Formulas for various small-signal transmittances of converters may be derived from the above models. Such transmittances may be used in the design of control circuit of given
converter to meet the assumed demands on converter behavior.
Rdn = −

b)

Fig. 24. Structure of small-signal averaged models of BUCK (a) and
BOOST (b) converters with parasitic resistances in DCM

Parameters of BUCK converter model in DCM are:
βg1 =

∂fGP
2RG + DA · RP
= DA · (VG − VO ) ·
, (70)
∂dA
(RG + RP · DA )2
Rgn =

βg3 =
βl1 =
·

1
RG + DA · RP
,
=
2
∂fGP
DA
∂vG

2
∂fGP
DA
=−
,
∂vO
RG + RP · DA

∂fLP
= DA · (VG − VO ) · VG
∂dA

2VO · RG + VG · DA · RP
,
(VO · RG + VG · DA · RP )2
βl2 =

∂fLP
2
= DA
∂vG

2VG · VO · RG + VG2 · DA · RP − VO2 · RG
·
,
(VO · RG + VG · DA · RP )2
Rwn = −

1
(VO · RG + VG · DA · RP )2
.
= 2
∂fLP
DA · VG2 · (DA · RP + RG )
∂vO
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(71)

(72)

3.3. Examples of small-signal transmittances for DCM.
Small-signal input-to-output Hg , control-to-output Hd transmittances and output impedance Zout for nonideal BUCK
and BOOST converters working in DCM mode are obtained
in this subsection from models presented in Figs. 24a) and b).
It may be observed, that the input part of equivalent circuits
of Figs. 24a) and b) does not inﬂuence calculations of the
characteristics listed above.
Equivalent circuit for calculations Hg , Hd and Zout has
an uniﬁed form depicted in Fig. 25. Parameters βl1 , βl2 and
Rwn given by Eqs. (73)–(75) should be substituted for β1 , β2
and Rn in the case of BUCK; the respective parameters for
BOOST are βd1 , βd2 and Rdn (Eqs. (79)–(81)).

(73)

(74)
Fig. 25. Uniﬁed model for calculations of Hg , Hd and Zout of BUCK
and BOOST converters in DCM

(75)

According to deﬁnitions of Hg , Hd and Zout , the respective current sources should be set to zero for given calcula719
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tions. Formulas for Hg , Hd and Zout may be expressed in
general form from Fig. 25. For calculation of Hg , Iout = 0
and θ = 0 conditions are assumed, therefore:
β2 · Vg
(82)
Vo =
1/Rn + YGC
and
Hg =

β2
,
1/Rn + YGC

(83)

where YGC is deﬁned by Eqs. (23), (24).
Other transmittances are obtained from Fig. 25 in similar
way:
β1
,
(84)
Hd =
1/Rn + YGC
Zout =

1
.
1/Rn + YGC

(85)

The explicit forms of transmittances for particular converter are obtained by substituting proper expressions for β1 ,
β2 , Rn and YGC into Eqs. (83)–(85). For BUCK converter,
from (83)–(85), (74), (75), (23), we get:
Hg (BU CK, DCM ) =
[MV · RG · (2 − MV ) + DA · RP ] · (s · C · RC + 1) (86)
,
s · (C · RC · RP G + CZ · RY2 ) + RP G + G · RY2
where
RP G = DA · RP + RG ,

(87)

RY = RG · MV /DA + RP ,

(88)

MV is steady-state voltage transfer function of converter:
VO
MV =
(89)
VG
and is described for BUCK in DCM in [17].
Hd (BU CK, DCM ) = (VG − VO )
·

(2 · RG · MV /DA + RP ] · (s · C · RC + 1)
,
s · (C · RC · RP G + CZ · RY2 ) + RP G + G · RY2

(90)

where
N = 1 + DA · K,

(93)

2
GA = DA
· GZ ,

(94)

MV T is a DC voltage transfer function (see (89)) for BOOST
converter.
DA · GZ · VG
Hd (BOOST, DCM ) =
N2
(95)
(2MV T · N − N − 1) · (s · C · RC + 1)
·
,
e∗
Zout (BOOST, DCM ) =
(MV T · N − 1)2 · (s · C · RC + 1)
,
e∗

(96)

where
e∗ = s · [C · GA · RC + CZ · (MV T · N − 1)2 ]
+ (MV T · N − 1)2 · G + GA .
All above transmittances of BOOST converter, (similarly
as for BUCK), have the same single pole and the same single
zero in left half-plane, introduced by parasitic resistance RC
of capacitor. DC voltage transfer function MV T for BOOST
may be calculated from large signal model of Fig. 23. Taking
the DC conditions we obtain:
p
1 + 1 + 4 · GA /G
MV T =
,
(97)
2 · (1 + DA · K)
where GA and K are deﬁned by Eqs. (94) and (69).
Other small-signal characteristics of BUCK and BOOST
in DCM may be calculated from equivalent circuits shown in
Fig. 24, with the use of expressions (70)–(81) for respective
parameters. From Fig. 24 it is seen (without calculations) that
input small-signal admittances of both converters in DCM are
real numbers, therefore there is no phase shift between smallsignal input current and voltage. The absence of second pole
in transmittances Hg , Hd and Zout is a consequence of zero
value of average voltage vLS on inductance L.

Zout (BU CK, DCM ) =
RY2 (s · C · RC + 1)
.
s · (C · RC · RP G + CZ · RY2 ) + RP G + G · RY2

(91)

All the above transmittances have the same single pole
and the same single zero in left half-plane introduced by the
parasitic resistance RC of capacitor.
Quantities βd1 , βd2 and RwnT for BOOST converter in
DCM should be taken as β1 , β2 and Rn in expressions (83)–
(85) to obtain the respective transmittances. The result is:
Hg (BOOST, DCM ) =
GA (2MV T · N − 1) · (s · C · RC + 1)
·
,
N
d∗
where
d∗ = s · [C · GA · RC + CZ · (MV T · N − 1)2 ]
+ (MV T · N − 1)2 · G + GA ,
720

(92)

4. Examples of simulations
and measurements
Models presented in Secs. 2 and 3 may be used in analysis and
computer simulations of BUCK and BOOST converters and
are applicable to use in popular circuit simulators, e.g. SPICE.
Large-signal transients and DC characteristics for various operating conditions of converters may be calculated with the
use of models shown in Figs. 6, 7, 15, 16, 20, 23. Smallsignal analyses may be performed with application of models
presented in Figs. 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 24. It should be
pointed out, that models discussed in the paper are obtained
by averaging the waveforms of currents and voltages over
switching period TS , therefore are valid only for suﬃciently
low frequencies. Small-signal models may be used directly to
analysis in frequency domain or, after formal transformation,
to analysis in time domain, for suﬃciently small changes of
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 61(3) 2013
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variables. Simulations may be used to compare the results obtained for ideal and nonideal models or models presented in
this paper and models described in other sources. Veriﬁcation
of models should be performed by measurements.
Systematic investigation of presented models by simulations and measurements may be a very extensive task. In
this paper, because of limited space, only a few examples
are presented. BUCK converter working in CCM is selected
for exemplary simulations. Nominal parameters of converter
are: VG = 12 V, DA = 0.5, G = 0.2 S, fS = 100 kHz,
L(nom) = 100 µH, C(nom) = 470 µF. Parameters of components have been measured for conditions corresponding to
converter operation. For a transistor and a diode it is obtained: RT = 28 mΩ, RD = 300 mΩ. A relatively large
value of a diode resistance results from the assumed model (without DC oﬀset voltage). Parameters of inductor and
capacitor measured by Fluke PM 6306 meter depend on frequency. The values obtained for frequency f = 700 Hz (an
approximate value of natural frequency of a power stage) are:
C = 487 µF, L = 92.2 µH, RC = 42.8 mΩ, RL = 40.1 mΩ.
The changes of measured values of C and L are below 4% for
the frequency range 300 Hz to 3 kHz but changes of RC and
RL are over 50%. The magnitude and phase of small-signal
input-to-output transmittance Hg calculated from Eq. (29) are
presented in Fig. 26a) and b).
a)

b)

Fig. 26. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of small-signal input-to-output
transmittance Hg calculated for BUCK converter in CCM. Curve 1
– ideal converter; curve 2 – resistances of capacitor RC and inductor
RL included; curve 3 – all parasitic resistances included

Curves 1 correspond to an ideal converter (no parasitic
resistances), curves 2 – to including only RC and RL (i.e.
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assuming RD = RT = 0); curves 3 are obtained with all
parasitic resistances included. Control-to-output transmittance
Hd calculated for the same converter is presented in Fig. 27
(having similar structure as Fig. 26).
a)

b)

Fig. 27. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of small-signal control-tooutput transmittance Hd calculated for BUCK converter in CCM.
Curve 1 – ideal converter; curve 2 – resistances of capacitor RC and
inductor RL included; curve 3 – all parasitic resistances included

Magnitude of Hd is referenced to 1 V. Relatively high differences in magnitude of Hg and Hd between ideal and nonideal converter (nearly 20 dB at “resonant’ frequency 750 Hz)
are visible.
The time-domain response of output voltage vO (t) to input step change vG (t) = 12 V·1(t) are calculated from largesignal model shown in Fig. 6, with the use of SPICE simulator. Results of simulations for ideal converter and for converter
including resistances RC and RL (with RT = RD = 0) are
shown in Fig. 28.
Simulation results for all parasitic resistances included are
compared with results of experiment in Fig. 29.
It is observed, that the existence of parasitic resistances
strongly inﬂuences transient states in converter power stage.
Results of calculations in Figs. 28 and 29 (curve a) diﬀer
substantially. On the other hand, results of measurements are
similar to results of calculations including all parasitic resistances. The consistence of simulation and measurement results in Fig. 29 is not ideal because the models of real capacitor and inductor are approximate (that results in relatively
large changes of measured parasitic resistances with frequency).
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a)

b)

Fig. 28. Large-signal, time-domain response of output voltage vO (t)
to step change of input voltage vG in CCM, obtained by SPICE simulation for ideal BUCK (a) and for BUCK with resistances RC and
RL included (b)

5. Conclusions
In the paper, averaged models of basic switch-mode DCDC power converters (BUCK and BOOST) in the form of
large-signal and small-signal equivalent circuits are presented. These equivalent circuits are derived with the use of
separation of variables approach introduced in [17]. The paper is therefore a continuation of considerations presented in
[17]. Some equations describing averaged models, presented
in [17], are repeated here for convenience; in addition some
new formulas are derived, for example formulas for BOOST
converter in DCM, and expressions for output impedances
and some other small-signal transmittances for BUCK and
BOOST in CCM and DCM mode. The main advantage of
models in the form of equivalent circuits over models in the
form of mathematical equations is the simplicity of application in popular circuit simulators. Models obtained with the
use of the switch averaging approach are also presented in
some references in the form of equivalent circuits but some
informalities in their derivation for converters with parasitic
resistances or working in DCM mode leads to diﬃculties in
obtaining proper description of converters [9]. As a result,
models based on switch averaging are usually presented in
the literature with neglecting all or a part of parasitic resistances [1, 7, 20–22] or some inaccuracies in models may be
observed [2, 23, 24].
Theoretical considerations of the paper are accompanied
by some examples of simulations and measurement results
shown in Sec. 4. It may be observed, that parasitic resistances
of converter components strongly inﬂuence converter characteristics, therefore models neglecting (fully or partially) these
parasitics, often met in the literature, may lead to inaccurate results of simulations and their usefulness in designing
process is problematic. On the other hand, a simple description of the component parasitics in the form of additional
series resistances, used in this paper, may be insuﬃcient for
a more precise analysis, and more involved models should be
used.
The proposed method of deriving averaged models is applied here only to the most popular switch-mode converters:
BUCK and BOOST, but may be used in the description of
other power converters as well.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Mr. Maciej Bączek and Mr. Marcin Walczak for performing exemplary simulations and measurements.
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